Updated to 2020 machinery short list available for sale:

000 3 x Theegarten U1 cut & double twist wrappers, year 1974, Good condition, priced euros 65,000 each.
001 Maestro Manolo 3000 kg Brand new chocolate Universal conch ready for dispatch, euro 60,000.
002 Nagema Ew5 cut & double twist, euros 18,000.
003 Acma Gd 1004 model double twist wrapping machine 1400 pieces minute, euros 65,000, overhaul for running included.
004 Carugil ball lollipop bunch wrapper year 2010 model Omnia 600, euros 105,000.
005 Pac Tec Ek4 candy twist wrapping machine up to 2300 minute year 2016, ask Price.
005B Brand new Maestro Manolo cut & fold wrappers for candy and bubble gum 1600 pieces minute, euros 250,000 each.
005C Aasted chocolate moulding line year 2008 with Packaging system including 2 Loesch LTM DUO year 2006. Ask Price.
005 D Small lab scale jelly plant for sale with semi automatical Kreuter jelly depositor included, Price euros 70,000 full plant.
005 E Lloveras year 2001 Sima 603 chocolate moulding line with Packaging section included with one Synchorpack wrapper Flow pack year 2007, line refurbished in 2007, ask price.
005 D Bindler year 2004 chocolate Shell moulding line, priced euros 120,000.
006 Nagema 12 pots cocoa press fully overhauled for run, euros 140,000.
007 Makat Bosch HLM35 RS Jumbo, jelly mogul line, year 2006, Good condition, ask Price.
007B Fiamma biscuit rotary line year 2006, 1200 mm wide rotary biscuit line made in 2006. Ask prices.
008 Dumoulin IDA X perforated coater 500 kg capacity, fully complete with all systems year 2002, euro 90,000.
009 Pac Tec Ek2 high speed candy double twist wrapper, euros 120,000.
010 Bauermieister Br21 cocoa Winnower 600 kg / hour, ask price.
011 Otto Hansell continuous colouring / flavouring station with 4 pumps for candy and jelly for 4 colour at same time, euros 30,000.
012 Togum 4 screw bubble gum extruder for double colour, euros 70,000.
013 2 x Mazzoni twin screw bubble gum extruder 50 to 300 kg / hour capacity, euros 15,000 each.
014 Polvoron double twist wrapper for big `products Muñoz & Muñoz, ask prices.
015 Driam automatical coater, model 2000/3.0, 3000 kg capacity, year 1989, fully complete, euros 200,000.
016 Carle & Montanari 5 roll refiner, 1800 mm wide, model FN518 year 1995, euros 80,000.
017 Novopack Thermoformer with 2 formats available, year 2001 condition excellent, euros 30,000.
018 Lloveras U3000 chocolate Universal conch, year 2004, 3 ton capacity, euros 60,000.
018B Complete factory for sale to make Canned Foods.
019 Hebenstreit 90 plate wafer oven year 1989, euros 150,000.
020 Bosch candy cooker model 156, valid also for jelly, continuous type, 1250 kg/hour capacity, euros 45,000.
021 Brand New Maestro Manolo bubble gum lines for balls, rolling & scoring and cut & wrap, ask prices.
022 Flat Lollipop Brand new machines CT600, forming and wrapping 700 piece minute Maestro Manolo, ak prices.
023 1300 mm Metra chocolate enrober year 1997, stainless steel, euros 45,000.
024 Brand new Maestro Manolo 50 to 120 kg capacity coating pans, stainless steel made, with 12 month warranty, tilting system, variable speed and air handling equipment included, and special deep of 750 mm to be valid for syrup and chocolate, euros 7,500 each 100 kg, 8,000 each 120 kg and 5,000 each 50 kg.
025 Brand new complete 1000 kg/hour cocoa mass plant and liquor plant Maestro Manolo, ask prices.
026 Rose Forgrove and Amp Rose Ecclair candy Plasswrap line, overhauled for running condition with wrapper 700 pieces minute in double twist, ask prices.
027 Nielsen one shot chocolate complete line, ask prices.
028 Snacks and pellets Extrusion type line Heat & Control year 2015, ask prices.
029 Complete ball lollipop plant for sale with Turkish and chinese machinery very modern, ask price.
030 Ciemme year 2000 automatical cartonner, including hot glue system and filling section to form, fill and close box, euros 50,000.
031 Nuova Euromec Apollo Star 2000 candy and bubble gum line with extruder, rope sizer 7 stages, former and cooler, year 2009, euros 325,000.
032 2 x Acma Gd 2650 cut & double twist wrappers for 600 minute, euros 21,000 each.
033 Lot of candy machines with 2 x Im70 Ruffinatti mixers + 2 x Carle CMY800 twist wrappers + Pac Tec ek2 wrapper + Bosch 0030 EA Flow pack for candy + Nagema Ew5 cut & double twist wrap, all euros 290,000.
034 Eurosicma B77 cut & flow wrapping machine, up to 1500 pieces per minute, year 2001, euros 50,000.
035 3 x Yamato Dataweight 14 head multihead weighthers, models ADW-214SD, still running in plant, ask prices.
036 Innoenvas 12 heads multihead weighther with bagger and elevator for product, year 2004, prepared now for cocoa powder, euros 30,000.
037 Simionato year 2003, 16 heads multihead weighther for jellies, euros 9,000.
038 20 x Small Air planes TW30, euros 300,000 each fully serviced.
039 1 x Ruffinatti Im30 automatical candy kneading mixer without bowl lifter, euros 12,000.-
040 2 x Theegarten H1 high speed cut & fold wrap machines 1200 piece minute, overhauled for running condition euros 30,000 each.
041 Theegarten F1 stick pack on edge year 1985, euros 35,000, overhauled for run and prepared to work with any cut & wrap with motor not belonging to U1.
042 Baker Perkins Rocher ball chocolate wrapper in bunch, model G22, euros 8,000.
043 Carle & Montanari Hydrostatic B 5 roll refiner 1300, euros 33,000.
044 Carle & Montanari Hydrostatic A 1000 5 roll refiner, euros 20,000.
045 Kit Kat bars manufacturing production line, fully complete with Hebenstreit 90 plate wafer line year 1989 to 2008 then also kit kat chocolate section Brand new 2014, euros 350,000.
046 2 x Fima Srl chocolate Napolitan and Tablet wrappers for 2 papers, year 2007, high speed 400 minute, euros 65,000 each.
047 Rheon Kornucopia Fn507 forming, extruding and encrushing machien, euros 20,000.
048 Werner & Pfleiderer stainless steel 500 kg bubble gum double zeta blade mixer with tilting automatical and double jackect, model UK16, euros 14,000.
049 Pedro Prat 2000 kg bubble gum double zeta blade mixer, year 1997, stainless steel, euros 60,000.
050 1 x Roure air system complete coffe and dry fruits roaster 150 kg capacity with rotary cooling table, euros 30,000.
051 Sollich screw type chocolate temperer model UT1000FV, euro 10,000.
052 2 x Fima SRL Sweet Magic chocolate Napolitan large bar wrapper size 190x10x10 mm speed 400 minute with double paper facility, year 2007, euros 55,000.
053 2 x Ulma DH2 fold wrappers for candy, euros 15,000 each.
054 1x Hollow wafer line Hebenstreit 32 plates year 1996, euros 160,000.
055 1 x Hollow wafer line Haas year 2002 model Swank G, euros 180,000.
056 10 x Stainless Steel 120 to 150 kg coating pans, euros 4,500 each.
057 Fima Srl chocolate single twist bonbon wrapper 400 minute double paper, year 2007, euros 55,000.
058 2 x Buhler sugar mill installations for max 1400 kg/hour, euros 6,000 each.
059 Lloveras AAV250 year 2010 chocolate temperer, euros 24,000.
060 1 x Ruffinatti RCT 150 toffee cooling drum, euros 18,000.
061 Sollas Bandum machine for multi pack with foil model 250 year 2011, euros 6,000.
062 2 x Sapal DPN 2 bonbon wrappers year 1990, euros 55,000 each.
063 2 x Nagema Ek1 high speed double twist wrappers, 1300 pieces minute, euros 55,000 each.
064 Mobepack year 2009 thermoformer, euros 60,000.
065 2 x Licorice BCH extruders, one for filling and one multi lane, year 2003, euros 45,000 each.
066 Brand new double twist ball lollipop wrappers 350 units minute, euros 90,000 each.
067 Mac Intyre one shot chocolate line, euros 215,000.
068 Iman Pack flow wrapper with paper feed below machine, euros 6,000.
069 Seuba double twist chocolate bonbon wrapper, 100 piece minute, euros 15,000.
070 Ter Braak Jek cooker for jelly and candy, 1000 kg/hour, euros 9,000.
071 Complete full chocolate factory for sale with Building, 45 active contracts of selling and machinery with Trade mark Brands, 1 container per day of production, price upon request.
072 Ter Braak Preswhipp cooker, euros 55,000.
073 145 A Hansella cooker, 2 units, with pump, euros 35,000 each.
074 Loesch LTM DUO chocolate napolitan and bubble gum fold wrapper, folded style, double paper facility, request price.
075 Turkish wafer line 64 plate complete, year 2010, priced euros 275,000.
076 Turkish biscuit complete line, year 2010, priced euros 250,000.
077 Otto Hansell chain die forming machine model Strada, euros 9,000.
078 Fried potato chips line year 2012 TJF made, euros 90,000.
079 Bindler chocolate moulding line year 2012, refurbished in 2018, euros 850,000.
080 Brand new Rolling & scoring bubble gum lines Maestro Manolo with Sanke Brand new wrappers, ask prices.
081 Brand new 30 tons chocolate tanks automatical and semi automatical, ask prices.
082 Mallosa Lloveras 250 kg Universal chocolate conche, euros 12,000.
083 Chocolate storage station with 2 x 30,000 kg tanks fully completes with stainless Steel outside and inside, pipes pumps and computer for feeding and discharging, year 2009, euros 65,000 all.
084 Aquarius ball lollipop RLM2 forming machine with die, year 1999, euro 35,000.
085 Bubble gum small lab scale oven for 2 kg mass, euros 3,500.
086 Nagema 2000 kg / hour maximum capacity cocoa mill, euros 50,000 overhauled for run.
087 Latini DPW forming and wrapping machine for flat Lollipop, 200 units minute, euros 18,000 overhauled for run.
088 2 x Buhler sugar mill complete lines, from 50 to 900 kg / hour, euros 9,000 each line.
089 Ulma model M.A chocolate double twist bar wrapper, 100 tablets minute, for 300 grams bars, euros 12,000.
090 Fima Srl chocolate bonbon wrapper single twist, prepared for liquor bonbons, 400 piece minute, year 2008, euros 50,000.
091 3 x Aquarius Bu300 ball pop wrappers bunch, year 1995, euros 35,000 each.
092 Apinox 1000 kg stainless Steel bubble gum double zetz mixer with water jacketed and tilting system, year 2009, euros 45,000.
093 3 x Acma Gd 5000 B stickpack wrappers, euros 55,000 each.
094 Acma Gd 2002 cut & wrapp and stickpack wrapper year 2002, euros 225,000.
095 3 X Theegarten A3 candy bunch wrappers for 500 piece minute, euro 6,000 each.
096 Tonelli Universal 120 litres stainless Steel mixer with 2 bowls, Euros 9,000.
097 2 x Pac Tec WHF EFC year 1997, running condition cut & bazooka wrappers for 1800 piece minute each, euros 90,000 each.
098 Carle & Montanari 6 pots cocoa press, euros 100,000.
099 Acma Gd 2500 Viena style wrapper overhauled for run, euros 30,000.
100 Ima Bologna C20 form, fill, seal and cartonning of envelopes of TEA, year 1987 good condition, euros 6,000.
101 Dumoulin Ida 3000 complete automatical coater with all services, year 1995, ask Price.
102 2 x BCH year 1989 licorice cookers for 500 kg / hour, euros 30,000 each.